
Robyn’s “We Dance to the Beat” lyric
We dance to the beat of the continents shifting under our feet

Rainer Maria Rilke’s “The Apple Orchard” poem
…branches / which, bent under the fully ripened fruit, / wait patiently, trying to outlast…

Fred Moten in Moten & Saidiya Hartman’s “The Black Outdoors” conversation Q and A
Not to be cryptic or anything, but there’s that phrase of ‘what it is to be sure of yourself’, but, I mean
that in a slightly different way…

Puddle the cat
have you ever seen an animal die? / first she slinks away / she hides in the shadow places

Audre Lorde’s “The Uses of the Erotic: The Erotic as Power” essay and lecture
erotic as a resource
replenishing and provocative
a source of power and information
a lens through which we scrutinize
erotic knowledge as a grave responsibility
our deepest cravings

Tarot for the Wild Soul- and Aquarius- based understandings of the Crone & Desert archetypes
she has seen the earth churning
a wide medicinal space

Guillermina Aguirre Pacheco, and the Sonoran desert
wise women lurking in the shadows / composting what’s left / are always around

the Witches Vs Patriarchy subreddit and @Angiegxox for the meme:
Self care is canceled. We’re doing acid and yelling at the moon naked
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